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Chapter 17
Divine Winds at Gale Force

THE FLEET which went into the North-west Pacific as Task Force 113 under Vice Admiral H. B.
Rawlings contained new well-armed warships built, in most cases, since 1940. That is, apart from
Achilles whose thirteen years made her their grandmother.

When operating under US Admiral Spruance, TF 113 became TF 57; and when directed by US
Admiral William (Bull) Halsey, TF 37. Under whatever designation, it packed a wallop and
comprised:

HMS King George V
Ist Battle Squadron:
King George V (Flag Rear Admiral Rawlings), Howe HMS King George V
Ist Carrier Squadron:
Indomitable (Flag Rear Admiral Vian) Victorious, Illustrious, Indefatigable, Formidable
4th Cruiser Squadron:
Siviftsure (Flag Rear Admiral Brind), Argonaut, Gambia, Black Prince, Euryalus, Uganda, Achilles
4th Destroyer Flotilla:
Quickinatch (Capt D4), Quiberon, Quality, Queenborough
25th Destroyer Flotilla:
Grenville (Capt D25), Ulster, Undine, Ursa, Urania, Undaunted, Ulysses, Urchin
27th Destroyer Flotilla:
Kenipenfelt (Capt D27), Wager,
Wakeful, Wessex, Whelp,
Whirlwind
Destroyer Tender:
Tyne

HMNZS Black Prince
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Ten other destroyers were preparing to joln. HMAS Shropshire, Hobart, and Australia were working
as an integral part of the US 7th Fleet ill General MacArthur's area; and the British TF 112, with its
mass of destroyers, frigates, sloops, minesweepers, and fleet back-up ships of escort carriers etc.,
made the fleet fairly self-contained.

It sailed from Manus in the Admiralty Islands on 18 March and arrived on the 20th at Ulithl in the
Carolines, where Admiral Rawlings reported for duty with the US 5th Fleet under Spruance. Now as
TF 57 they rendezvoused with the fleet train TF 112 on the 25th and refuelled in a high wind and
heavy swell 400 miles east of Luzon in the northeastern Philippines, thence proceeding at 23
knots for their operational area.

The US combined assault on Okinawa involved 1213 ships, 564 carrier-based aircraft, and 452,000
troops of three marine and four army divisions. These troops were covered and supported
throughout Operation Iceberg by task forces of the US 5th Fleet, a carrier force under Vice Admiral
Marc A. Mitscher, USN, and the British TF 57.

Okinawa, being 400 miles from Japan's southern Kyushu island, was chosen in preference to
Formosa, which lay some 300 miles further south. it more or less dominated the Ryuku chain of
islands stretching from Japan to Formosa, and once the Ryukus were occupied a door would open
to the seas between Asia and our enemy's homeland, thus threatening all in that area.

HMAS Shropshire
The British TF 57's initial assignment
called for the neutralisation of airfields
and bases in the Sakishima Group, 60
miles from Formosa. At dawn on 26
March the carriers turned into a
freshening wind 100 miles east of
Ishigaki and Miyako aiTfields. Avengers
and Fireflies, already armed with 500-
and 1000-pound bombs awaited takeoff,
their leaders' propeilers haloing in the
sun's first red rays to eastward.

White-overalled flight-deck controllers
waved them into position, signalled for
full throttle, and whipped their arms down

to order chocks away. The bombers raced over forward fold-downs and circled for height, waited for
each squadron to assemble, and flew west, to find the enemy unprepared. Bombs cratered runways,
disintegrated hangars and barracks, wrecked radio and radar stations, and burst in or near
anchored shipping. And while the first attackers reformed for their 100-mile flight back, others
were scrambling to form above each parent ship and carry on the bombing.

In a fighter sweep over Ishigaki airfield after the initial surprise, Squadron Leader Lieutenant (A) A.
B. MacRae, RNZNVR, reeled with shock when a flak splinter bedded in his right thigh. He recovered
quickly and continued leading the attack until his 183 Squadron resumed its patrol. He then flew
the 100-mile return trip alone, encouraged by Indomitable's flight-direction officer. MacRae
couldn't lower the wheels of his damaged fighter and, weak from loss of blood, with his right leg
useless, made a perfect crash landing. He was awarded the DSO. In the next months many more

acts of bravery took place.

HMAS Hobart
During the two-day opening phase, 574
sorties were flown against all airfields as
Sakishima Group coastal shipping was
bombed and strafed, and Japanese
fighters were engaged in the air. We lost
17 aircraft, six by flak, five pilots and four
aircrew being killed. Admiral Nimitz
congratulated TF 57 on its 'Illustrious'
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showing, and Vice Admiral Rawlings replied that the enemy would be pursued indomitably',
'Indefatigably', and 'victoriously'.

To stay clear of an expected typhoon, the fleet withdrew to its fuelling area east of Luzon,
replenished from the Woolworths with aircraft lost and damaged, and resumed striking against the
Sakishimas at daybreak on 31 March.

Kamikaze means 'divine wind'. The name suggests something poetic, but to the Americans and
British across whom this wind blew, it came to mean sudden death and destruction. To combat
MacArthur's revenge assault on the Japanese-occupied Philippines at Leyte in October 1944,
Admiral Takijiro Onishl dreamed up squadrons of suicide planes and found no lack of young
volunteers for the one-way ride to glory. The pilots wore white scarves symbolic of those clothes
worn by the Samurai warriors of old to absorb sweat and keep their long hair from the eyes while
going in to battle. These the airmen called hachimaki , it was a proud moment when a pilot donned
his sacred emblem and prepared for takeoff, his plane armed with a 1500-pound bomb or a fused
16" naval shell, and the tank gassed for the Outward flight only.

Zeke — the Mitsi Zero. Very well made and very hard to shoot down
At Leyte Gulf, nine Kamikazes accounted for one US carrier and severely damaged three more.
They crashed on to the weaving flattops in steep vertical dives, showering flaming wreckage and
fuel over guncrews. But this superficial damage was nothing to the destruction caused below when
Kamikaze bombs tore from their shattered planes to drive through wooden decking.

Exploding among full-tanked rows of folded-wing fighters and bombers, they started uncontrolled
fires that ate through red-hot twisted bulkheads, detonating magazines, igniting burst internal fuel-
lines, turning the ships into infernos. Crews leapt from capsizing wrecks to swim unheeded by
speeding warships fighting for survival. Men in sodden battledress gave up hope and drowned;
many who had

been scorched by flaming gas sank below in relief-, those trapped tween-decks died in shocking
agony. And still more members of the Divine Wind were gunning motors on runways in concealed
jungle strips, accelerating upwind and searching for their targets.

And now off Sakishima, the British task force was to be introduced to Kamikazes on I April 1945,
the day American forces landed on Okinawa, 150 miles to the north-east.

Ten minutes after flying off the first fighter strike, radar sets picked up 'bogeys' coming in at
250mph from 75 miles seaward of the fleet. The airborne Corsairs were ordered back and directed
up to 8000 feet to intercept, while more Wildcats and Seafires scrambled. At 40 miles the
approaching group broke formation in low cloud, but four were found and shot down.

Japanese Zeros accompanied the Kate and Val suicide bombers, and one Zero streaked out of
clouds to rake Indomitable's decks with machine-guns before staying down low and strafing King
George V One man died on the carrier and six were wounded. All ships' A/A guns banged and
thumped in a barrage you would think impassable; but a Kamikaze flying at sea level suddenly
whipped up above Indominatble flight deck, banked steeply, and hurtled down to explode at the
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base of her superstructure. Fourteen deck crew met death in the blast, 16 lay burned and injured,
while fire-parties raced to the damaged area to control the blaze. Within the hour, our planes were
again using the repaired flight deck.

Ulster's guns angled high and followed a diving Kamikaze; 4.7" shells burst all round the Jap,
pompoms thumped continuously, Oerlikons and multi-barrelled .5s added to the barrage and, just
as it seemed the plane would crash inboard, Ulster helmed hard and the suicide bomber erupted
alongside, stoving in the destroyer's hull and damaging her engines. But Ulster remained afloat,
and Gambia stood by to render assistance and give her A/A protection until gunfire stopped all
over the fleet, our fighters queued for landing, and voices Oil the UHF sets indicated that air-
strikes were to resume.

Shortly after midday Ishigaki and Hirara airfields took hammer blows from vengeful British
bombers while fighters strafed and destroyed 14 grounded aircraft and damaged as many again.
Later in the afternoon interceptors scampered into widespread cloud to hunt out 'bogeys', but the
enemy remained in hiding. Soon the Zeros and their one-way trippers burst into the clear and went
raging in at selected ships. Flak burst everywhere, tracers laced the sky, shellbursts mingled
overhead, and still they flashed downward to be stopped full-face and erupt as a mass of flame, to
scream into the sea where split seconds before, there'd been a fast manoeuvring New Zealand
cruiser, a 40,000-ton British carrier, or a battleship laying open a 30-knot scar in the ocean as she
heeled while rippling full length with flaming shortbarrage small arms. And then a near thing for
Victorious, who crashed full speed through medium seas and made a successful evasive full helm
to port. One wing of a Kamikaze struck the flight-deck's edge and corkscrewed the plane crazily
overboard, where its bomb exploded harmlessly. That skirmish ended.

Gambia acknowledged Admiral Rawlings' signal, took Ulster in tow and started off at 8 knots for
the American base at reoccupied Leyte Gulf, 760 miles south. She arrived with the crippled English
destroyer in San Pedro Bay on 5 April, having been escorted over the final day by Australia's
antisubmarine vessels Ballarat and Lismore And now, adding to the heat and general discomfort of
a cruiser hatched down for continual action, her crew suffered mumps. Fortyfive isolation cases
remained aboard and 37 went over to the hospital ship Oxfordshire a Lieutenant (E) transferred
from Unicorn and Gambia sailed in company with the Canadian cruiser Uganda and destroyers
Urchin and Ursa to rejoin TF 57 in the refuelling area oil 8 April.

Prior to landing against unexpectedly light opposition Oil Okinawa's south-western beaches on I
April, American ships and carriers saturated the proposed landing areas and surrounding
countryside with anti-personnel shells and all kinds of bombs for mile days and nights without
pause. By midday of Day I the initial wave had captured two airfields, cut overland to eastern
beaches, and secured the southern end of Okinawa. But three more months of bitter struggle had
to be endured before Japanese forces were finally cleared throughout the island.

Starting on 6 April, Japan-bascd aeroplanes of every type struck fanatically against the Americans.
Over the next 16 days 10 major Kamikaze flights drove at the US 5th Fleet and Admiral Mitschcr's
Fast Carrier Force. These attacks were supplemented by enemy aircraft from Formosa. In the 896
air attacks, some 4000 Japanese fighters and bombers were downed; 1900 of them suicide
bombers which sank 26 of the 28 US ships lost, and damaged 164 others. In addition to air
assaults, Vice Admiral Ito's 2nd Fleet, comprising the 80,00O-ton, nine 18" gunned super-
battleship Yamoto the 37-knot 6" cruiser Yahagi and modern destroyers Hamikaze, Asashimo.
Isokaze, Kasumi, Fujinami, Urakaze, Kuwa, and Okinami, sailed from the Inland Sea oil a suicide
mission aimed at American or British warships.
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IJNS Yamoto
The "YAMATO" and her sister ships "MUSASHI" and "SHINANO" (completed as aircraft carrier) can
justifiably be called the ultimate battleships of all time, with the biggest guns, heaviest armour and
largest displacement. Originally four ships of the class were ordered in 1937, although only two
were completed as battleships,

Name. laid Down. Launched. Commissioned. Fate.
YAMATO. 4/11/1937. 8/8/1940. 16/12/1941. Sunk 7/4/1945.
MUSASHI. 29/3/1938. 1/11/1940. 5/8/1942. Sunk 24/10/1944.
YAMATO was sunk by an est 15 torpedoes and 17 bombs by US carrier born aircraft during the
Battle of the Sibuyan Sea. She was armed with 9 x 18.1" guns in three turrets, her complement was
over 2,500 officers & men, she displaced was 69,990 tons, her 12 boilers powered 4 geared
turbines to her 4 shafts giving over 150,000shp. giving her a top speed in excess of 27 knots.

Asashimo fell behind Ito's fleet and found herself in a literal swarm of American fighters and
divebombers which stung her to a quick death. Upward of 400 Devastator and Avenger torpedo
bombers, Dauntless dive bombers, and Wildcat and Hellcat fighters located the other ships in
squally low cloud cover. Streaking torpedoes ran at them from every direction while bombs
thrashed about their weaving forms for two hours without respite. Excited UHF wavebands thrilled
with repeated direct hitsand near misses, and the massive Yamato eventually capsized after
several gigantic explosions. Five 1000 and 2000-pound bombs and 10 torpedoes sent her to the
bottom with 2498 of her crew, among them her commanding officer, and Vice Admiral Ito and his
staff Yahagi, and the destroyers Kasumi, Isokaze, and Hamakaze went down in the same attack,
only four managing to make it back to Sasebo that night with varying stages of damage. Ten US
planes failed to return. Off Sakishima meanwhile, TF 57 continued hammering at anything which
moved oil or near Japanese airstrips within flying range of its carrier borne attack planes.
Kamikazes were intercepted and carved out of the sky by machine-gun fire, some exploding and
filling the air with flames to the danger of their speeding attackers. One broke out of cloud and
dived on Illustrious who attempted to sidestep her immense bulk out of the way. A wingtip hit the

bridge, and men who had thought
themselves dead watched transfixed, as
the bomber whirled away in tight circles
to crash and disintegrate as its bombs
exploded.

Grumman Avenger only dedicated
torpedo carrying plane of USN in WWII.
A Seafire droned ill, tanks almost empty,
circled to land and flew to bits as gunners
mistook him for enemy; there wasn't
much time for identification. One day 17

planes were lost by enemy flak and dogfights. Next day eight. Another day 12. Every day there were
some. Airfields oil Formosa required attention. They got it. And US C-in-C Pacific Nimitz signalled
after some more-than-usual gruelling attacks and Japanese counterattacks: 'It is characteristic of
your Force to put forth extra effort whenever there is any chance to do added damage to the
enemy. You have my appreciation of an offer so in keeping with the traditions of the British Navy.'
This after a British refusal to withdraw when it was suggested by the overall commander.
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Shortly after one dawn, four Kamikazes unsuccessfully attacked the fleet. Later, a bomb landed
right alongside Indominable but failed to detonate. An enemy plane nosed out of low cloud to be
shot to pieces by gunnery. Another followed and tried to evade Gambia's pompoms. It crashed on
fire with its pilot slumped forward dead. Before it sank it was identified as a Hellcat that had been
chasing the Japanese Kamikaze just blown apart.

When the British Pacific Fleet arrived in San Pedro Bay, Leyte, on 23 April, it had refuelled and
stored six times from its fleet train in 31 days at sea. No boats were available in the crowded
anchorage for libertymen, so Admiral Rawlings ordered a bottle of beer a day for every man in the
fleet.

Above Firefly
On returning to the fight, TF 57 found enemy aircraft again using airfields previously devastated,
and a considerable flow of planes heading for the battle on Okinawa. The battleships, cruisers and
six destroyers steamed inshore at 24 knots to bombard Miyako Island while being screened by the
four carriers' combat patrols. At 1205 on 4 May the light cruisers Euryalus and Black Prince shelled
A/A batteries at Nobara airfield, while Howe and King George V stood offshore at 25,000 yards to
pummel Hirara runways and installations with 195 rounds of 14". Swiftsure and Gambia pounded
Nobara for almost an hour from 18,000 yards, and Uganda concentrated on Sukurna airstrip.

And while the carriers were left without the big ships' concentrated barrages, Kamikazes did their
best to take advantage of this. Twenty of them approached and then split into groups with some
acting as decoys, drawing fighters after them to allow others a chance to penetrate from cloud
cover. One dived vertically at Formitable through an umbrella of short-barrage, crashed among
parked planes and started fierce fires which destroyed a Corsair and 10 Avengers. Its bomb burst
and killed eight men, injured 47, and punched a ten-foot wide by two-foot deep depression in the
armoured steel flight deck. A large splinter tore a two-foot hole in the centre, ruptured a boilerroom
steampipe and finished in a fuel tank in the double-bottom. Barriers on the flight-deck received
damage and radar gear went out of action.

Two more Kamikazes tried to follow their leader down, but blew to bits at a safe height when
gunned by Formidable's Seafires. A third diverted towards Indomitable who turned hard and shot it
into flames; it cannoned off the flight-deck and exploded while sinking. Indomitable now converged
all her guns on yet another suicide bomber also being hammered by Quality. This one hit the sea
as a ball of searing flame 30 feet off Indomitable's starboard bow, without doing damage or
causing casualties aboard.

By now, fighters required more fuel and the carriers turned upwind to take them on, those from
Formidable queueing to land on Indomitable and Indefeatable who flew off covering interceptors
which sent two more Kamikaze pilots straight to heaven. At 1420 the bombardment force rejoined
and stopped firing above Victorious while her Corsairs tore the tall assembly off a suicide bomber.
Its pilot must have changed his mind about dying for the Emperor. He parachuted down, to be left
100 miles out from Sakishima as the fleet sped by, still under attack. One of his flight spiralled
down trailing smoke from 24,000 feet and, moments later, Seafires, from Indefatigable brought
down three out of four others, and Corsairs off Victorious bagged the fourth. Fourteen enemy
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planes went down over the fleet that day for the loss of four British fighters.

Next day's operations proceeded more peacefully for TF57, and Sub-Lieutenant (A) 1. F. Stirling
earned the DSC by chasing a Japanese fighter for 300 miles before bringing him down from
30,000 feet, a remarkable achievement according to Admirals Vian and Rawlings who both
recommended the award.

Formidable was again in operation, having controlled all fires quickly and filled the hole and
depression in her flight-deck with rapid -hardening concrete. Her arrestors and barriers being hand
worked, and her radar equipment had been repaired within hours.

The fleet now retired to TF 112, replenishing aircraft, refuelling, completing with ammunition, and
transferring 36 wounded from Formidable to Striker, who took them in to Leyte where they were put
aboard the New Zealand Hospital Ship Maunganui. Striker then took aboard more fighters and
returned to the Task Force train.

HMNZHS Maunganui
Bad weather and zero visibility near the Sakishimas hampered flying in mid-May while we in
Achilles were coming up from New Zealand via Sydney and Manus. As soon as it cleared
sufficiently for pilots to tell the difference between sea and sky, 71 tons of bombs and 64 rocket
projectiles screeched on to Miyako and Ishigaki airfield targets. Fighter and fast-bomber pilots
were now devising new tactics for destroying enemy planes discovered to be hidden in caves, and
it became hard to tell who was who, with crazy young New Zealanders and other Commonwealth
pilots flying with their underbellies, mowing grass while racing in to launch rockets at openings in
hillsides.

Even though the Americans were now bombing Japan itself from Iwo Jima, the enemy was by no
means beaten and constantly mounted savage counterattacks on US and British warships. In one
of these a Kamikaze came in low on Victorious staggered through the curtain of death and crashed
near the for'ard lift. Its bomb explosion put a twin 4.5 A/A gun out of action, blew a hole in the
flight-deck, damaged the lift motor, and started fires. A second suicide bomber glided in from
astern and, although burning fiercely from smallarms hits, banged down on to the flight-deck
among parked Corsairs. Its momentum hurled it up and over the side, where it sank without
exploding.

Almost immediately a third Kamikaze dived toward the weaving carrier, but changed his direction
and went into a long shallow glide aimed at Howe whose full length glittered with all types of
gunfire. The aircraft burst into flame, passed over the speeding battleship's quarterdeck and
crashed 100 yards further on. Yet another made straight for Gambia accelerating down through 4"
shellbursts until within range of her mass of short barrage, when it turned and crashed in a
billowing flame on Formidable's after-park. Six Seafires, and an Avenger turned into twisted
blackened framework; one man died and several were rushed to first-aid centres. Burning fuel
leaked through a blown-out rivet hole to start a fire which destroyed 11 aircraft before being
extinguished.
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During these attacks 128 tons of bombs and 66 rocket missiles cratered newly repaired runways;
grounded and cave-hidden Kates, Vals, Judys, and Zekes (Zeros) were shattered and burned; four
truckloads of Japanese troops flew into the air from a 2000-pound bomb blast; and small craft in
the harbours took a mauling.

Some of our bombers crashed on takeoff in extremely light winds which gave insufficient uplift. A
Corsair crashed on landing aboard Victorious, burst into flames and went over the side, on its way
killing two men and injuring four others. And to end off the day's debit side, a Corsair's guns were
accidentally fired in the tweendeck hangar, setting fire to an Avenger bomber which exploded and
destroyed seven more Avengers and 21 fighters, while Quilliam and Indomitable collided. Black
Prince set off for Leyte towing the damaged Australian destroyer stern first.

Next day, in unfavourable weather, Miyako and Ishigaki bases took a succession of heavy
poundings, and TF 57 withdrew in the evening for minor repairs and aircraft replacements while
oiling and storing. it was 21 May, and Admiral Rawlings recalled that 40 years earlier, as a cadet
aboard HMS Goliath in 1905, he turned 16 while passing north through these waters. His ship had
been on its way to protect British interests in China during the Sino-Russia war, when Admiral
Tojo's fleet annihilated the Russian Admiral Pozhdestvenski's fleet at the Battle of the Sea of Japan
in that same month.

Ships flying the Rising Sun weren't doing so good right now, however; Achilles joined TF 57 at its
staging point off Luzon at daybreak on 22 May, swapped signals with the Flag CS4 on Swiftsure
made a few unofficial ones to Gambia, and sent our boat over with her New Zealand mail and crew
replacements.

Two days later, with the fleet back at Sakishima operational area, we listened on the TBS American
inter-ship radio to our British Fleet manoeuvring by American jargon and codes, heard over my
English -manufactured UHF equipment the dry humour of fighter and bomber pilots going In under
their squadron leaders' directions to bomb selected targets, the matter-of-fact quiet urgency of
Corsair pilots telling Avengers: 'Just keep going as you are Frank, there's one looking up your tall.'
Then: 'You can forget that bastard matey, he's gone to see his ancestors.'

'Thanks Alan, my shout tonight.'

And so it went through the last days off Sakishima Gunto. Five strikes hammered Miyako, several
bombed Ishigaki, and the scoreboard read more favourably yet for the British Pacific Fleet's
achievements. We put the canvas muzzles back over our guns and sailed with Howe, the carriers,
cruisers and most of the destroyers to Manus, while King George V. escorted by Tenacious,
Troubridge, and Termagant, took Admiral Rawlings to the Marianas for a conference at Guam with
Admiral Nimitz in his C-in-C Pacific Headquarters.

During the Sakishima air raids in support of Okinawa landings and consolidation, TF 57 operated
offshore for 62 days. It flew 4852 sorties,, dropped 900 tons of bombs and discharged hundreds
of rocket misslies, gulped 87,000 tons of fuel from TF 112, and successfully came through
numerous Kamikaze and more standard types of Japanese air attacks.

After 12 days lying well out in the cluttered bay at Manus fleet anchorage, we joined TF 111.2 for a
bombardment of Truk, the Japanese-occupied Caroline Island's base which had been bypassed in
the drive north.

Admiral Brind changed a carrier into a cruiser by flying his CS4 flag on another newcomer to the
fleet, HMS Implacable. The escort carrier Ruler took position astern for emergency deck-landings,
and we disposed as directed when under way: Swiftsure, Newfoundland Uganda, Achilles in the 4th
Cruiser Squadron, all screened by the destroyers Teazer, Termagant, Terpsichore, and Tenacious.
Some 20 New Zealand flying officers served aboard the carriers in addition to a considerable
number of crew members, while the Royal Navy cruisers were also carrying New Zealanders in
some departments.

To enable an element of surprise the Task Force maintained strict radio silence en route, arriving
two mornings after leaving Manus and taking up A/A defence positions while the first wave of
Seafire fighters streaked skyward to cover the Avenger and Dauntless bombers. Almost no breeze
ruffled the expanse of dawn sea on this Sunday 14 June, where we cruised out of sight of land,
watching heavy laden bombers clawing for lift without wind assistance.
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Shortly after takeoff the first strike disappeared westward and voices broke the silent ether. Not the
eternal chatter that we encountered when working with the Americans, but controlled calm
directives, to aircraft approaching targets previously shown on film and large-scale maps in
Implacable's briefingroom. Then more suppressed excitement as they encountered flak.

The previously busy Japanese Katikana-morse station at Truk stopped in the middle of a
transmission. Another started making peculiar Japanese morse and stopped within minutes. And
then the second wave went in before the first identified and circled for landing. One Seafire failed
to return.

Thus it continued all through that Sunday. All guns were angled high in anticipation, but no enemy
appeared. Two Avengers, crashed on takeoff and only one pilot was rescued. And then our
loudspeakers gave us the story: docks and shipping had been bombed and hit by rockets and
cannon-fire; machine-gun incendiaries tore into targets which started to smoke and blaze; airfields
and gun-positions took heavy punishment, as did wireless stations. We could confirm the last
statement.

Brisbane Maru sunk at Guadacanal by Australian aircraft.
On Monday forenoon as the air attack continued on Truk, we closed on Dublon Island seaplane
base, ran the New Zealand ensign up to our foremast peak, and jolted heavily when our three
turrets opened fire at an I 1,000-yard range. This was not the desperate action with Graf Spee, but
we were firing in anger against a fanatical enemy. A satisfactory feeling.

Achilles fired- 180 rounds of high explosive directed onto target by the carrier's spotters, some of
whom-corrected for the other three cruisers and destroyers. Eventually the firing ceased and we
formed up for the run back out to sea; and then the long-expected counterattack began. Radar
detected bandits in cloud, and all guns elevated to meet them. My UHF office jerked as ours
opened fire with ear-hurting sharp bangs from the nearby four dual gun-mounts. Planes wavered in
overhead shellbursts. We fired again. 'Why don't those bloody ships open up?' The height was right,
so away went four salvoes in quick succession. 'STOP FIRING! CEASE FIRE!' We'd been firing at
our own Avengers.

The Task Group returned to Manus on 17 June, having done a lot of damage for the loss of one
Seafire shot down by enemy flak, and four Avengers which had crashed into the Pacific when failing
to lift at takeoff But Achilles once again showed her thirteen years, grimaced with rheumatism, and
entered the big floating dock behind the fast modern battleship Iowa and a destroyer.

Dock? It was more like a floating town. Enormous! Towed from the States in 10 sections and
assembled on site, it had living quarters for 1000 Seabees under its flooring, and they were fresh
out of rum. Our black -marketeers had just the answer, doctored our 'neaters' and '3-water'
appropriately, and started a roaring trade in Yankee tropical shorts and shirts.

We stayed in dock for three days, went outside Manus for three days of trials, and re-entered dock
for a further five days up to the end of June. This time Achilles got the US Dock Commander's
sincere thanks. He said he was thankful to see the last of us: 'My PX store has been all but emptied
by you goddam Kiwis. So we rejoined CS4 on 4 July in the outer anchorage, taking in the sunshine
while waiting for the fleet to sail for action against the Japanese mainland..


